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Loving Heavenly Father, we thank you for your
word and we ask you to make it come alive for us
this morning. In Jesus name. Amen

‘The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
because he has anointed me
to bring good news to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim release to the
captives
and recovery
of sight to the blind,
to let the oppressed go free,
to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favour.’
And he rolled up the scroll, gave it back to the
attendant, and sat down. The eyes of all in the
synagogue were fixed on him. Then he began to
say to them, ‘Today this scripture has been
fulfilled in your hearing.’
Today is Holocaust Memorial Day. I can’t think
of a more appropriate text than the one Jesus
took from Isaiah in our gospel reading this
morning. But of course we hear things
differently in different times. If the Christian
church had head those words load and clear
back then thing might have taken a very
different path.
Funny how selective we are about the way we
read the Bible.
Just look at us here this morning.
Women: have we got our heads covered?
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Men: What about all that short hair and
shaving?
What did you have for lunch today -pork
anyone?
Of course things change. Our society organises
itself very differently nowadays -but more than
that, most of us see the Bible as the living word
of God -his truth which the Holy Spirit
interprets afresh to each generation.
A very obvious example would be the issue of
slavery. Very topical again at the moment Lincoln is surely in for a few Oscars. Although
the Bible exhorts slave owners to treat their
slaves well –expects a higher and more
honourable way of behaving, if you read the text
literally you would not consider it immoral to
own a slave.
Quite clearly the Holy Spirit enabled Wilberforce
and co. to see the deeper principles at work in
the Bible -principles about our equality in the
eyes of God, principles about treating each other
with love and respect. And their understanding
of God’s word had a new and powerful impact
which changed society for the better.
The other obvious case study would be apartheid.
There were men and women of genuine faith who
saw in apartheid a fulfilment of a natural Godordained order in which white people were both
separate and superior to black. We now
understand racism as dishonourable, not just in
society but also before God.
Todays’s text from Luke is one which somehow
had managed to lay dormant for centuries. Folk
had seen it as allegorical. Speaking about poverty
of spirit, spiritual blindness and the like.
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Then last century in South America some people
read it with new eyes -they read it inspired by
the Holy Spirit. And a movement began which
became called ‘Liberation theology’
The biblical notion of salvation is equated with
the process of liberation from oppression and
injustice. Sin is defined in terms of man's
inhumanity to man. Liberation theology for all
practical purposes equates loving your neighbour
with loving God. Israel's liberation from Egypt in
the Exodus and Jesus' life and death stand out as
the prototypes for the contemporary human
struggle for liberation. These biblical events
signify the spiritual significance of secular
struggle for liberation.
I guess that we all too easily fall prey to the
temptation to view spirituality as a separate and
optional part of being human, but our reading
this evening and the example of the Christians in
Southern America show us all too clearly that
this is not God’s way.
What we believe will always affect how we live if we believe that money is of greatest value then
it will soon become fairly apparent that that is
what drives us. If we believe that this life is all we
have then again it will shape the way we live.
The Christian faith asks us to be shaped by what
we believe all right -just look at what Jesus is
preaching about -straight from the hip:

to preach good news for the poor -that’s the
actual poor i.e.: not enough money to live
properly
To proclaim freedom for the prisoners -that’s
actual prisoners -people whom we don’t trust or
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can’t cope with, maybe people who are in prison
unjustly -real prisoners –in our society or in
other parts of the world

Recovery of sight for the blind -that’s surgery,
medicine –practical help such as the project in
Gondar in Ethiopia
Release for the oppressed - the minority -the
people who are different and not accepted
because of it – people we can’t understand maybe
-real people getting a rough deal -people in our
midst -how about the way we treat people with
mental illness in our society -how about how
many folk in prison have mental health problems
and can’t read, and grew up in a children’s home.
Just yesterday I saw that there has been a 42% rise
in people sleeping on the streets in London in
the past year.
Proclaim the year of the Lord’s favour -i.e.: don’t
go on and on getting every penny out of your
debtors -let them off -remember you have been
forgiven.
This is the only sermon we have of Jesus speaking
as a Rabbi in the temple -and there isn’t a whole
ton of cleaver theology – he doesn’t bang on
about some obscure verse in Leviticus to keep
people out of the fold -it is straight down the
line –you can’t separate what you believe from
how you act.
But it’s not the whole story.
Because he goes on to explain that it’s not just
what you believe that shapes you.
A value system -yes - but also a relationship.
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He is saying that belief in him as the Messiah is
ultimately the way to change both yourself and
society.

And we can bring the two together. Yes. We need
good works -we need to make the world a better
place because of what we believe -but the driver
behind this is not duty but a loving relationship
with God –with Jesus Christ through the power
of the Holy Spirit –which in turn translates to
loving relationships with one another.
Thus our doing what we believe is never cold
duty, but springs from a deep honouring of one
another -fuelled by the love we have received
and will go on receiving from God.
When you send some money for the desperate folk
the other side of the world -do it in real love do it because your love and your belief are one.
This is very important -this unity between love
and belief, between action and faith.

It is when they become separated that people
smell a rat -and accuse Christians of hypocrisy.
Love and belief. Faith and action. All fuelled by
the love that we have received from Christ Amen
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